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Based on your responses, you put a lot of emphasis on the music and
technical side of your classroom. Your curriculum is down pat! But you

aren't connecting with your students social or emotional needs. 
 
 
 

Your students like you, especially because you are so enthusiastic about
the music. You hold high standards for your students, but struggle with

students who can't reach them.
 
 
 

Read more about The Technocrat and other teacher personalities in the book "Culturally
Responsive Teaching and the Brain" by Zaretta Hammond
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Your teacher vibe is...



You aren't interested in working
with students beyond their
technical musical skills (or don't
know where to start)

Boundaries aren't a bad thing! But
you keep a real distance. You might
not consider yourself "cold" but you
don't incorporate social or emotional
skills into your curriculum. 

Students like you and your
enthusiasm for music! But then
they quit-- what gives?

You might be popular around the
school, but you can't seem to hold
onto the students who struggle. You
know all the best practices for
pedagogy, but somehow there's
always students who get frustrated
and quit. 

You have high hopes and goals
for diversity and inclusion, but
aren't achieving them. 

You want diversity, equity, and
inclusion to be at the core of what
you do. Excellent. But the
populations in your music program
do not match the rest of your school
or community. You know what you
want to see in your programs, but
have no idea where to start. 

Your students sound AMAZING!

You keep high standards for students
and keep driving home the need to
succeed! Competition is important to
your program and students. Musical
knowledge and skill is paramount. 

YOU WIN
AWARDS

WHAT THIS MEANS
Does any of this sound like you and your program?

PROFESSIONAL
DISTANCE

YOU ARE
STRUGGLING WITH
DIVERSITY

YOU RECRUIT WELL,
BUT DON'T RETAIN 
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"I DON'T HAVE TIME FOR THIS SEL STUFF"

COMMON PITFALLS
There's so much to do and too little time...

"I KEEP HIGH EXPECTATIONS--100%"

"KIDS CRY IN MY CLASS..."
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Your students know you are passionate
about music, but they aren't sure you care
about them as people. 

Sometimes kids can't handle your class
and their emotions spill over. Ahh!!!

Yes, great! But you're struggling with
students who can't seem to keep up.
Nothing is "clicking" with them and they
are probably going to quit. What happens
to students who don't meet your
expectations?



Set the stage: Uncover the core values
amongst your students, staff, and
community with the power of data

Envision the outcomes: Create a values-
based mission and ultimate outcomes for
your entire program that are grounded in
equity and connection

Create an individualized plan: Promote
buy-in and prevent burn-out with
personalized growth and implementation
plans for each teacher

WHAT YOU CAN DO
You can upgrade your program in three simple steps:

If you’re ready to stop hoping things
will get better, ready to have a guide
through a complete transformation,

ready to sure up your program's
legacy, let's get started today!

DON'T HOPE... ACT!

Click here to book 
your free consultation

Allison Russo
The Critical Good

thecriticalgood.com
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